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How has matter formed?

?
Do supersymmetric particles exist?

What is dark matter?

Open Questions

What are the fundamental laws

that govern nature?



Strategy Update 2013

“CERN should undertake design
studies for accelerator projects in a

global context, with emphasis on

proton-proton and electron-positron

high-energy frontier machines.”
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The European Strategy for Particle Physics, May 2013

Have material as sound decision 

support for the post-LHC era by 2019



CDR & Cost

Timescale

Construction Physics Upgr LEP

Construction PhysicsProtoDesign LHC (tunnel existed)

Construction PhysicsDesignHL-LHC

PhysicsConstructionProtoDesignFuture Collider
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20 years



Key Parameters

• pp collider (FCC-hh)
Defines infrastructure requirements

16 T magnets →

– 100 TeV centre of mass in

– 100 km long tunnel

• e+e- collider (FCC-ee)
Potential intermediate step

Extreme luminosities at 90–350 GeV

• Infrastructures
Leverage existing CERN accelerator complex, know-how and 

successful management of largest-scale science projects

Build on a history of international trust and collaboration

across cultures, political systems
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Study Scope
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From the outset
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conceive for …
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Advance Technologies
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Breakthroughs are needed
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S u s t a i n a b i l i t y A v a i l a b i l i t y

Naïve scale-out of today’s technologies without 

advancement leads to unsustainable cost/performance

Only a project, which

can be operated cost

effectively, has chances

to be funded.

Number of subsystems 

requires breakthrough 

in reliability and 

availability at large.

Breakthroughs in novel 

materials, processes, 

production, testing at 

large scale !

I n d u s t r y  p a r t n e r s
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Data Integration for CE Concepts



97.75 km FCC baseline tunnel     
Geology and civil engineering studies
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Machine Layout

John Osborne, Joanna Stanyard, Matthew Stuart (CERN-

SMB-SE) D. Schulte, FCC ACM 24.3.2017



FCC 16 T R&D program 2016-2022
Wire and coil modelling, structure design

15 MCHF material over first 4 years (8 MCHF conductor R&D)
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FCC-hh cryo beam-vacuum system
Surface technology, production technique
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Photon distribution

First FCC-hh beam screen prototype 
Testing 2017 in ANKA within EuroCirCol

FCC-hh: ≈ 5 MW SR power in cold arcs

beam screen at 40-60 K (LHC at 5-20 K) 

better Carnot efficiency; reduces cryo power

but higher resistance → res. wall instability

slits & wedge 

capture and hide photons 

→ no photoelectrons in beam pipe proper

surface treatment reduce SEY ?



Cryogenic system 
Process optimisation, energy efficiency
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Overall optimisation of cryo-power, vacuum and impedance

Termperature ranges: <20,   40 K-60 K,  100 K-120 K
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Beam power and beam handling
New materials, collimators, beam dump
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Stored energy 8.4 GJ per beam

– Factor 25 higher than for LHC, equivalent to A380 (560 t) 

at nominal speed (850 km/h). Can melt 12 t of copper.

– Collimation, control of beam losses and radiation 

effects (shielding) are of prime importance.

– Injection, beam transfer and beam dump all critical.

Damage of a beam with 

an energy of 2 MJ

Machine protection issues to be addressed early on!  

Hydrodynamic tunneling:

beam penetrates ~300 m in Cu



400/800 MHz 

Nb/Cu coated

Q-slope

mitigation

Material &

manufacturing

HOM spectrum

tailoring

Assembly & cost

optimisation

Efficient

power sources

SRF system R&D lines
Material performance, energy efficiency



Collaboration

• Only a world-wide collaboration can realize 

an infrastructure of such kind

• Self governing, topically

complementary and

geographically balanced

• Incremental & open to 

academia and industry

• Partners own commonly 

the infrastructure

• Catalyzing development of

products based on 

cutting-edge technologies
19



20
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30
Countries

100
Institutes

Collaboration & Industry Relations

Future Circular Collider Study

CERN hosts the 

collaboration: An 

implementation project 

requires an adequate 

governance structure

EC
H2020



• FCC study is aiming at CDR for end 2018 as first milestone.

• First full iteration of geology, civil engineering, technical  

infrastructure studies and machine designs completed.

• Excellent progress on SC magnets and cryogenic beam 

vacuum system design & other key technical R&D areas.

• Next step is study review at FCC Week in Berlin.

• International collaboration is the basis to advance on all 

challenging subjects.

Summary
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